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Scheduling and Load Balancing techniques are key issues for the performance
of applications executed in parallel and distributed environments, and for the
efficient utilization of these computational resources. Research in this field has a
long history and is well consolidated. Nevertheless, the evolution of parallel and
distributed systems toward clusters, computational grids, and global computing
environments, introduces new challenging problems that require a new gener-
ation of scheduling and load balancing algorithms. Topic 3 in Euro-Par 2004
covers all aspects related to scheduling and load balancing from application and
system levels, to theoretical foundations and practical tools. All these aspects
are addressed by contributed papers.

A total of 29 papers were submitted to Topic 3, from where our review-
ers selected 7 full-length papers to be included in the Conference program. We
divided their presentation into two sections of three papers each, while the re-
maining paper will be presented in conjunction with Topic 6 (Grid and Cluster
Computing).

Two papers present new theoretical results for specific scheduling problems.
The paper Scheduling Under Conditions of Uncertainty: a Bayesian Approach,
by L. P. Santos and A. Proenca, proposes the use of Bayesian decision networks
to dynamically schedule a parallel application among the nodes of a distributed
system. J. Andersson, M. Ericsson, W. Löwe, and W. Zimmermann in Lookahead
Scheduling for Reconfigurable GRID Systems discuss the problem of schedul-
ing simple, stateless data parallel applications in an evolving grid environment.
The remaining papers propose and evaluate scheduling and load balancing algo-
rithms that experimentally exhibit performance improvements. H. Casanova, F.
Desprez, and F. Suter in From Heterogeneous Task Scheduling to Heterogeneous
Mixed Parallel Scheduling present techniques for scheduling mixed data-parallel
and task-parallel codes in heterogeneous clusters of homogeneous machines. In
Scheduling Tasks Sharing Files from Distributed Repositories, A. Giersch, Y.
Robert, and F. Vivien focus on the problem of scheduling a large collection of
independent tasks which share files stored in distributed repositories. The goal
of this work is to minimize the total execution time by finding an appropri-
ate task allocation and communication schedule. The paper A Scheduling Algo-
rithm for Running Bag-of-Tasks Data Mining Applications on the Grid, by F.
A. Barbosa da Silva, S. Carvalho, and E. R. Hruschka, presents a new schedul-
ing approach devoted to improve the performance and the scalability of Bag of
Tasks Data Mining applications running on the grid. The solution is based on a
extension of the MyGrid middle-ware. In Scheduling of MPI Applications: Self
Co-Scheduling, G. Utrera, J. Corbalàn, and J. Labarta present a new technique
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aimed at scheduling MPI parallel jobs on SMP architectures. The proposed ap-
proach combines co-scheduling and space-sharing. Its performance is assessed
either with artificial workloads composed of jobs having all the same number
of processes and the same arrival time, and with realistic applications. The last
paper Experimental Study of Multi-Criteria Scheduling Heuristics for GridRPC
Systems, by Y. Caniou, and E. Jeannot presents a study of scheduling heuristics
for GridRPC. The authors focuse on NetSolve, an instantiation of GridRPC,
and compare the standard scheduling heuristic of NetSolve (MCT) , with three
proposed enhancements. This paper extensively measures the performance of
these alternatives.

We would sincerely like to thank all of the contributing authors for their
work, as well as to express our gratitude to the numerous experts in the field for
their assistance in the reviewing process. Their hard work produced an interesing
and stimulating trak.
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